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**Introduction**

New York Times journalist specializing in the automotive industry. Papers include research material, press kits, and promotional materials.

**Restriction**

The Donor retains copyrights she holds in the Papers, with the understanding that researchers are free to use and quote from any of the Papers.

**Box List**

**Box 1**

Notebooks, 1990s-2000s
*The End of Detroit* [2 copies]
InForum plaque

**Box 2**

Misc. articles
Financial Follies, 1987
Photograph- New York Times Building
Photographs (computer disc)
Correspondence
Research materials on manufacturing, 1997 (Automotive and other industries)
Interview with Denny Pawley/Ford Conference, 1996 (audio cassette)

**Box 3**

Appointment books, 1990-1992
1998 International Wheel Award
Airline safety research materials
Joint Strike Target, 1985 (audio tape)

**Box 4**

Automotive industry press kits, 1990s
Turn of a Giant (computer disc)
Mercedes-Benz advertising spots, 1996 (video cassette)

**Box 5**

Automotive industry and unions research materials
Model cars and other promotional materials

**Box 6**

Model cars, promotional materials
Press passes
“Bombshell Hits the Potomac” banner

Box 7

*The Selling of the American Economy: How Foreign Companies Are Remaking the American Dream* by Micheline Maynard, 2009
Le Bris-Glace/The Ice-Breaker: Carlos Ghosen and Nissan, 2003
Name tags
5 Proposals Alice Martell, 2005
The end of Detroit manuscript chapters 5-6
October 2009 Center for International Business, Dartmouth
Correspondence, notes, itineraries, 2006-2007
Publications, 2007
Create Foundation, 2007
Haier
Misc. loose materials, 1995-2006
Japan 2002 karaoke with Toyota
Eastern Airlines materials, 1987
GM vs. Jose Ignacio Lopez de Arriortua et al
1987 plane crash
Toyota A-BAT – CD-ROM
Jack Lessenberry Show: October 11, 2005. The Delphi Fallout -- DVD
2/20/10 NHK -- CD-ROM
C-Span Washington Journal – DVD
Micki Head shot JPGs 1/22/06 – 2 CD-ROMs
Ohayo Nippon 5/26 – CD-ROM
Closeup Today 5/26 – CD-ROM
33 reporter’s notebooks
Toyota business cards
Business cards
Unlabeled VHS
Hunan Changfeng Motor Co Leibromotor ornament
Box containing one memory card and 15 microcassettes of interviews
Toyota Commemorative Museum DVD and book
Book Tour Notes notebook, 2007

**Compact disc (Location: Unprocessed A/V)**
Lecture at University of Missouri-Columbia, 17 November 2009